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Weather or Not
Bob Difehdent was assigned to
tat ather forecasting by the editor. Not having any scientific
parapbenalia, he asked the feat
true editor to ’ spin him on his
craniurn three times. The editor
einiplied and after he had stopped ,
spifirting Difehdent gasped. "rain ,
in the morning; clear skies in the i
afternoon::

ran

k on obstetrics teoni;StibOd
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; in the Art office. The’ liObk
I
to the PsyChfalogY
Ipartment and is not- /*pitiable.
belongs
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Waklgren Calls Sen. Cain’s Charges ’Ridiculous’

SJS Board of Control Demands
Slash In Spardi Gras Budget
Funds Requested For
Little Theatre Aids

0

Mountainous Waves Flood Redondo leach

mist

By LEN KREIDT and PHIL SMITH
The Board of Control’s axe fell-on the Spardi Gras budget last
night when the board’s report was submitted to the Student, Council.
In its report the board placed five stipulations on the budget
which must be complied with before-lt can be approved. They are:
I. The costume cost of ;150 must be reduced; 2. The proposed bean.

’ Anne T.emetinuts
Former Oov. Mon C. Wallgren of Washington. testifying oefore Senate Armed Services CdnUnittee in
Resources
Security
Washington. D. C.. which is considering, nis appointment as chairman of the National
Board. termed as -ridiculous’ ttie maws Mat ne p rnilttecl Communists to infiltrate tneState Depart lent. He said that Sen. Cam who made the cnargzs. nas a grudge against turn ana is tryins to disIt, Wash..: Sen. William P. Knowiand IR- CaLi;
credit him. Left to right are Sen. Harry P Cain
Sen Wayne Morse R. 0:ed anti Mon Wallgren.

Runoff Elections
Slated Tomorrow

Feline Mama-to-be
Gives up Dual Role

Price, Taylor, Panelli, Auerbach
Compete for Justice Positions
will be held tomorrow from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the main lounge of the Student Union, Chief Justice Torn Eddy
announced Friday night.
’Sections will be held for the position of junior justice, in both
the men’s and women’s division. Dean Price and James Taylor will
Run-off elections

Authorities Write
Itgf to Manhunt
Ariz.(UPI

compete. as will Angie Paneill and
Audrey. Auerbach in the women’s
section.
In’ the junior class, run-offs are
necessary in the presidential race,

SEDRO WOOLLEY, Wash-(UP)Mitzi, a pregnant cat,
today showed her independence,
and possibly impending motherhood, by refusing to hatch two
chicken eggs she had brooded
over for more than two weeks
by kicking them onto the floor.
The two-year -old grey and
black cat earlier had given the
same treatment to two other
eggs she had sat on for the
same length of time.
Mitsi’s owner, grocery store
proprietor Lester Stepheason,
summed up Mitzl’s attitude.,
"I .guess
raise kittens,
but not chickens."

where C,arl Holmberg and Bill

An- nessy and

Ramona

Hicks

Hi4.
will

OCilL

feedmust be placed on a selfsupporting bards; S. Organizations
’ must be charged five to ten dollars. depending on the size, for
booth rental; 4. The miscellaneous
aecotmt must be more specific; 5.
1Greater detail must be given on
the proposed fashion show.
Graduate Manager William Felse
stated in the report that he will
discuss the budget further with
"Rocky" Pisano, Spardi Gras faculty adviser, and Cirigliano.
Cirigliano presented his budget
to the Student Council several
weeks ago, asking for $610 in
addition to $400 already available
to meet Spardi Gras expenses. The
budget total was $1010, a record
amount. It was immediately sent
to tlie Board of Control for study
and recommendations..
Gillis Requests, Funds
Bruce Craig, ASB treasurer, read
a letter from Dr. Hugh Gillis re questing $325 for the purchase of
new equipment for the Speech and
Drama department.
Dr. Gillis stated that a telegraphic communication system
connecting the stage, auditorium
and projection booth of the Little
Theatre had already been purchased.
In addition to $95 for the communication system, Dr. Gillis re-far Ina *woken* .ot
quested
a portable tape recorder to cost

I
I
’

I
’

ew Look

/

Newspaper

ew Here

"It has long been a source of
concern to many students of SJSC
that a number of the large cot.
,
lieges and universities have full sized daily newspapers to repro ,
sent their respective campuses,
’
, as contrasted to the small Spar tan Daily. This has given those
,
students somewhat of an inferior.
it y complex." So stated Mr. Wilham E. Gould, journalism instructor, in a recent interview.
Gould stated that one of the
chief purposes of switching to a
regular size paper is to reflect the
constant growth of SJSC.
"In the past." the instructor revealed, "much of the criticism of
the Spartan Daily has stemmed
from campus organizations. These
organizations have complained of
a lack of publicity given them in
the college daily. Without excepeisis
tions -the issasen
the lack of spacel With the regu-

(Aavie Tolookfte)
This was the scene in Redondo Beach, Calif., after the worst high tide in years pounded the gumbos
with mountainous waves. The water, which reached five feet deep in some sections, stalled scores of
autos, but it didn’t stop the seaworthy vehicle above.

Announcements
Will Be on Sale
For Next 3 Weeks
Senior announcements will be
on sale today, and for the next
three weeks, according to Senior
Prexy George Link. The announcements may be ordered in room 8,

’Alcohol’ Is Subject
Of Home Ec Display
Uses and Affects of Commodity .are
Enlarged upon by the Exhibitors

The uses and effects of alcohol is the subject of, the aieunitiyin
from the preigi- a series of exhibits arranged by. members of Dr. Margaret
directly acros
dears anon.
times: 10:30 4to 2:30, Monday,
This week’s display is the work of Frances. Butt!. who has ’illgasias

I 11114 III IT141111esdess

Ariz(UP)
a _authorities yesterday wrote
Dada -to’one of the biggest manhunts in the history of the west.
The end came last night when
Billy Ray Gilbert, 28-year-old exconvict, made good his boast that
he would never be taken alive.
However, he failed to carry out
his vow to "take two officers with
me" when he died.

U. Key Feasts
Blue Key,

-

service fraternity, will hold a dinner meeting tonight at 6:30 in the YMCA
banquet room. Bruce McNeil. acting Duke. will preside, and new
officers will be elected. The final
pledge list also will be approved.
national

necessary in ine prem.:term= race, ! bet not eltIckens."
where Carl Holmberg and. Bill
vy will..cornoete. thU 1i
1
nessy and Ramona Hicks will
stand for election in the vice-presRepresentatives from the Coro
idential race. In the ’contest for
foundation
will be.in room 30 tojunior representative to .the Stumorrow from 10 to 11 a.m. to
dent council Barbara Barr and Jack
Interview applicants, for internPassey will have a run-off vote.
ship scholarships. Interns are ofThe only roin-oft neemasry In fered experience in three city dethe sopbentore class will be In the partments and are given a scholar.vice- presidential race where ship of $100 a month.. Veterans
Charles Ablidgaard and Joan who are chosen may also draw
their GI benefits. For more deMichell will compete.
tomorrow’s Spartan
tails see
Tom Harney and Dick Russo Daily.
will stand for the one-year council representative term in the
freshman class, and Gerry Lopes
and Dick Kelly will have a runPHILADELPHIA
(UP) -.A
off for the half -year term.
DC-6 airliner. with 50 passengers
Chief Justice Eddy said that he aboard, landed safely at the.Phtlihoped the close and spirited races dalphia Airport yesterday after it
would bring out a larger vote than developed "emergency trouble"
was evidenced at the general elec- en mute from’ Washington to New
YOrk.
tions last Friday.

College Life Panel Gives Findings

CaraDelegales
’ Quiz Applicants

Stricken. Airliner

.1-1,141.11,34 I 11.71.

In addition to .$93 for the communication system, Dr. Gillis requested funds tar the euraluinea portable tape recorder to COM
$230.
He recommended the recorder
as an invaluable aid in coaching
and directing student actors and
The request was ac
actresses.
cepted and tabled for future action.
Constitutions of the Student Activities Board, the Class of 1932,
and the ’30’ club were accepted
by the Council.

.

Junior Prom Head
Steaks on Air

IlT1.11.1.1111121r.

Mr. Gbuid,continued that in addition to its function of serving
the student body as a daily news
Organ the new size paper will
serve better as a function for studen( learning.
"Every student." Gould stated,
"who has been graduated from the
journalism department at SJSC
works on a paper of the size such
as the one we now publish. Therefore we feel it is much more practical for the students to work on
a fulisize paper.
"We want the students to understand that we are only experimenting with this new -size paper.
Any suggestions from the students are welcomed. Their friend co -operation is requested and
*e hope that the new paper will
be a source of pride to them,"
Gould concluded.

ments may be, ordered in room 8,
The uses and effects of alcohol is the subject of the sevendrin
directly acrosi from the preid- a series of exhibits arranged by members of Dr.
Margaret Jones.’
elentls.,
_
times: 10:30 ito 2:30. Monday,
This week’s display is the work of Frances Butti, who has mown
10:30
Wednesday, and Fridlay, and
through a series of experiments the effect of alcohol on several Ribto 1230. Tuesday and Thursday.
. stances. Miss Butti has stre*ed
Link said announcements will
be on display on the main-bulletin
board in the Adtitinistration building. All seniors should order them ’
as soon as possible to avoid the !
last minute rush, Link warned.
There will be no orders. taken
after the deadline, because ths
announcements will be made up IC
only on previous order.

Insurance
orum Meet

’Miss Who’ No.2
Posters Set Up

ampus Meeting
Ars
i Views at 8

Social Affairs
Panel Will Meet

Most Sought After CoedUntil

Man Against Hog

04.

yr:Lion-Cs* ’6 oweurtmovs
Ltsaqvi 94b4S op.l.lorntr5
ubTalLicrrl

gTrtTO -11

the fact that alcohol rets.rds important functions and has a ,tiatinite effect on living tissues.

By-products of alcohol barl:Iggl
portant uses in industry. It11
.,
used as a solvent in soaps, nail
polish, paints, shellacs, and shoe
polish. . It is also used as
legredient in lotions, perfunanarl
modeld ish removers, cologne/.
I "Campus
Meeting,"
16(
- .
after the American ’Poem Meet- compounds and in flavorings:
ing of the Air, will ’be the form
, of the Student Speech forum tT
Alcohol education, according’ to
night at 8 in the Morris Dail y Miss Butti, has not been adequate
LuI’
The Srial Affairs committee auditorium, Mr. Wilbur F.
k in our schools. It should be tijught
will meet today at 3:30 to hear a said yesterday.
,in the elementary grades, she ,conreport 9n plans for its March 12
tends. "If the general popitation
Sta
United
"Should
the
party. The group meets in the
knew more about alcohol, the:folAdopt National ’Health
student’ union.
cut
Ance?" will be the subject ,of th lowing statietics could
Party chairman Eula Laughton symposium-forum which emitistis down," she said. Alcohol Anises
will ask for committee approval of speeches, folk:heed by a quest 20% of divorces in :the Unjted
of party plans. The get-together is tion period in which the audience States, 25% of insanity, ,37,47er of
being planned for Social Affairs may participate, ’said Mr. Luick.. poverty, 47% of child misery, and
The panel of four speakers will 50% of’ crime. The figt/reee-Were
committee members and their
from
"A
Syllabtis.in
discuss the pros and coos of the taken
Betty
guests.
Federal plan, the California State Alcohol Education," by }tom
, K.
Brisbin, Social Affairs plan, and various voluntary plans. falmer.
committee chairman, will give a
"The solution of the
Selig is Chairman
report. on Saturday night’s Revelseems to lie in a limpet
Ernest ’Selig, freshman penology
ries dance.
of education which. ...gn
major. wilr be the chairman for
majority of the people.
will
Speakers
Meeting."
"Campus
Miss Butti.
, *be Edward Kelly, junior penology
sophoWarthain,
Lloyd
major:
.
more police -major; John Gregory,
junior political science major. and
William Nichols, junior social
science .major.
SAN FRANCISCO, Feb. 28:1Lf12)

Buehring, chairman of
the Junior Prom. "Jardin du Soir,"
will be inerviewed tonight at 8:15.
He will appear on KEEN program, "Spartan On Review," according to Carl Holmberg, entertainment chairman of the Prom.
Buehring will be .asked questions about the Prom and what
the highlights will be. lie says he
expects the dance to be "teriffie’
and "out of this world."
Phil Boyer and his KG0 Studio
PEPPERDINE WINS
orchestra will play "sweet music
Pepperdine defeated Loyola
with much variety," said Bueh- lost night by a score of 57
to 52.
ring. "In my opinion, it is the The Spartaln basketball
team
best orchestra that has ever playwill meet the winners tomorrow
during the anti - discriadnatiom ed for a San Jose State college :night in Los Angeles.
struggle, the letter states, "The function."
committee feels, therefore, that
an amendment to tie *rodent
body constitution wen& have no
value in otabtiellihrsehtensent of
policy more effective, and verb
SeYetial pictures of "Miss Who
as amendment is not now recomNo. 2"! *re now on posters about
mended.
the campus, acccrding to Speech
It is sugested that we give this
offilie sources.
policy a further trial before conThe first person to correctly
sidering additional Methods for
Identify the girl on the posters
Implementing it."
will win two free tickets to "Right
The text of the report follows:
You Are" by notifying the Speech
In the Sprieg of 1948 the Stuoffice, room 57.
dent Council referred to the Col"Miss Who No. 2" is a welllege Life Committee for study and
known personality on the campus,
recommendation the complex of
and her picture will remain on
problems related to purported
the posters until her name is
racial and religious ,discriminaidentified correctly.
tion on this campus, xraily in the
Fall of 1948 a siren* reference
was made by the Deans’ Committee.
The recent hog versus man gasAfter careful study and full and tromic contest at the University
free discussion, the College Life of Michigan dissolved into nothCommittee unanimously recom- ing when the man, Paul H. Smith,
withdrew
from
the
mends to the Deans’ Committee fearfully
and the Student Council the adop- event, according to the Michigan
tion and publication of the follow- Daily.
’Armee Telephoto,
Sgnith reportedly said he was
ing statement of principle and
Chemistry student Walter R. Ullrich (lat), who as Mary Lou WI"
rich (right), was one of the most sought-atter, diming and charmpractice at San Jose State college. afraid the national publicity being coeds on UN University of California campus in Berseley during given the contest would
Discrimination at San Jose
ing rush reek. Mary Lou was invited to all the best sorority nousell,
too
many
repurcussions
"create
State College
balanced tea cups along with the rest of ’ern- At night Marl LOU,
San Jose State college is proud unfavorable to me, the University,
alias Walter, gave his fraternity brothers the Low-down on tile in a
sorority. He also collected phone numbers of 21 coeds and one houseof tlse fact that less discrimina- and my fraternity." Smith is an
mother during his reconnaiaance, which he termed "successful*
ATO pledge.
(Continuedon Page 3)

Prejudice Report Gets
At a closed meeting last Fri- mendation, however, that all local
day the Student council read and chapters having the clause will
approved a report on discrimina- work toward the elimination of it
tion at San Jose State college ’ in their national constitutions."
from the College Life committee.
~Since the tiollege is not a World
Dean of Personnel Joe H. West unto itself, we mast be praetical
chairman of the committee, was! enough to realize that we have
present at the meeting.
many contacts off campus," the
In a letter of transmittal ac- letter continued, pointing out that
companying the recommendations that a number of departments
the committee’ stated. "Because a number of departments have
Of the controversial nature of this practice arrangements off campus.
estion it would be too much to I ":f an off-campus school, firm
expect that the report would or organization, which normally
please everyone. We-.believe, how- co-operates with us by letting us
ever, that the report represents a use its facilities for practice wprk.
fair agreement and is in line with restrict; our assignments on the
present -thinking and practice on basis of race, color, or religion,
the campus:"
there is little we can do about it
Pointing to the futility of at- , but try to rake some other artempting to eliminate discrimina- rangements," the report said.
tion completely and immediatelyi
Discourages Short -Cuts
from the campus, the letter pointIn attempting to discourage a
ed out that "there are fraternities
on the campus which now have "short-cut" legislative or mandathe restrictive clause, and there ; tory solution to the problem of
committee
the
are Many excellent fraternities discrimination.
which may wish to seek accept- quoted a report of the NEA Conance here. Beciuse of the diffi- ference on Higher Education,
culty in eliminating the clause which stated the conviction that
from the. national constitutions, the more democratic process
through the dethe committee belies it best not would be "
to keep social fraternities and velopment of natural and wholerelationships
between
sororities off campus because of some
people."
this clause.
Rewarding the amendment to
Work For Understanding
"It is our hope and recom- the constitution proposed last year

Id.

a lack of publicity given them in
the college daily. Without excepalen the- rosnen
-thin-hes hee
-the lack of space4 With the regular size newspaper we hope to
remedy this situation."

TOTEM
IN

Big Guns to Ft-re:,.
In Practme Run - -

The speakers- Wee4 selected I
from the two sections of Speech,
?C. Dr. L. W. Mouat and Mr.
thick teach the class sessions.
Members of the 2C classes will
act as ushers and will aid in the
general administration of the performance.

The big guns will be hO1n**110
and On around San Pranciris.tio.
day and throughout the segnit..

Lt. COL H. A. McClean of Port
Baker said the 155 MM, gains will
be active between Tennessee and
Bonita Points. extending 10,000
yards’ seaward and 15,000 feet hi
Students from the classes in the air over that ern% for harbor
Speech 2B will attend since the defense test purposes,
nature of the program correlates
with work being done ,In persua- in the disc-tamest eeseee000, 160
sive speaking, said Mr. Luick,
best seltdiini to air
providing. means! tom" Ng.
Forums Well Attended
Lulek sat*
The last two forums have been
held elsewhere, but on each ocFacts 40 figures hi suivort of
casion there was standing ’room various sides of this conttnelially
only.
haye come from U.S. ~tor
Mr. Luick is having the forum Murray of Montage.. who bkIllog
in the Morris Dailey because he sponsor of the Federal biltAilahe
expects a large attendance.
Senator Salzman. sponsor -0I the
"All students are invited to State bill, Mr. Joseph Dpaorisi
’Campus Meeting’ to listen to the secretary of the Santa,Claat
arguments for and ’against na- ical association. and meg OW&
tional health insurance ’end to join said Dr. Mouat.

get-
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Veterans Leaving Mari’
On Higikr Education
TheAn4riekti icorteke- will ’never again be baCk where
it

ovortlichritiPtlay by the Antedated Students of Sae Jos. State "
ecallf*’ interior us‘Wthilikit’clau matter April 6, 1934, at San Jows,’Califoi.nede fftwilikfrifistiliteh 3, 1879.
Olfdrint
wire service of Unitas’ Press. Acme Wirephofo

was in 1940, although the veteran passes.

Now, four years ’after the ’surrender oflipalf,’-the last
of the veterans of Anzio, Iwo Jima,’ Bistogne and’Texas
are .preparing to graduate, thus pptting an end to an era
of government stipportbtl World ’Waril sebolarti. .
WItlifti- the past year the veteran popidation ’of our
collegial and. universities has decreased 100.000’;:ahhangti
the getiWiteni.Ohnent is up 72.000:Yeti inight ask,’"So what? Who cares if the veteran
passeilor’not? College life still will continite."
Lif0 in’the:nation’S institutions of higher learning will
undolithiedl*Continue, but it May never again ’return iii the
carefiee itate ’that once existed before World War Jr.’ The
veteriin *hinged that.

San Jose St
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Pyramid
Club Hits.
’Cam pus

College’ Spartan Daily=

Washington Square
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BY AMIROSE-

To

Profs Poke Holes
lit’Suckei. Scheme
By’ ELAINE JAMES
The newly famous Pyramid
club noir hats reached the campus
of San Jose State college. It is
bettered that the flied students
were contacted
sometime last
week. How far the students and
faciiIiir will-go in this new venture Is yet to’ be seen.
The club works along the folloWing lines: A starts the club and
aski "El and C to join the next
night, then B and C ask D, E, F.
and G bo join, and this goes on
for ’12 nights. On the twelfth
A is supposed to receive
$20481. On the following night
B and C each are to receive that
amount; and so on.

"Will you teach me to drive,
h,pney? Puleeze!"
-What man can refiese? Hence
It is for ’the preservation of join.
car In the face of terrific odds
that these suggestions are offered.
In teaching the wife or girl
friend to drive, one principle must
Show no visible
be observed:
signs of emotion. By this I mean
don’t grit youNeettt suck in your
breath audibly or throw your
hands over your eyes in an expression of dismay. This tends to
unnerve the driver and may cause
her to forget the car while concentrating her attention on you.
Dire consequences, as ’you well
may imagine, can result from this.

ntintbee of members doubles ev-

a number of people would join
club, members entering durthe first 15 days would have
a chance to receive their prize
money. However after the 15th
day there would be no chance to
win bcause the 12 days cannot be
completed.

Yea, the veteran passes, but his’ passing ’deed ntit ’go the.
ing
unnoticed. His mark still remains on campus life,

The futiire is bright for teacher training candidates
across ’the Inhibit. Statistics recently released’ by the Na-1.
tional Educationhassociation point toward increased opportunitlewfor qualifieepersonnel.
Enrollinent. figures for colleges and universities
throughout the United States taken fall quarter 1948 show
an ’all-time high. At the same time persons signing for
careers in teaching are 7.3 per cent ’fewer. thin- fer the

Is Fate of Brains
Behind Quiz Shows
NEW YORK

Mark
Godson is 34 and makes around
$100,000 e year by his wits.
He is the one man who makes a
killing every week off quiz pro grams. He thinks them up.

Sucker Game
Dr. Meyers contihued that this
is an attempt of a few people to
capitalize on what seems to be
a developing American habit of
trying to get something for nothing. Money is not being manufactured by this club; money is
being taken from the pocket of
one’ person to be pet into the
eticket of another perion.
Mr. Claude N. Settles, proles-

(UP)

1

He’s the producer of "Stop the
Music," "Winner Take All," both
the radio and television versions,
"Hit the Jackpot" and "Beat the
’ICloCk." And he’s
"Stop
the Music" and ’tilt the Jack:

the place of gin -rummy and parlor games."
,Goodson is a graduate of the
University of California where he
studied economics and intended
to be a lawyer. He’s a short.
stocky,
conservative
appearing
man who always looks tired from
his 14 -hour day.
Quiz shows will stay on the air
as long as they provide entertainment and appeal to the public
imagination, Goodson said.
Goodson got sidetracked’ into

Teach Fundementals
Now first it is necessary to
teach the subject the fundamental positions of the gearshift.
Make sure she is thoroughly familiar with all of them. This is
recommended
to forestall accidents similar to the one which
happened last summer.
A man was teaching his girl to
drive on a deserted road adjacent
to San Francisco bay. Paling the
car in reverse, Intt believing it to
be in second, the girl stepped on
the gas. Much to tile surprise of
both, the car shot Over the edge
of the bay and landed in 12 feet
of water. The driver and teaeher
escaped with a soaking, but the
car was a total loss.
Next should come instruction
on the use of the clutch. Inform
the student ’that under no condi:.
tions should’ she keep her foot

r

Tliesday; Mirth I

ve

What’’husband or bey friend has
never heard these words pop fottli
from ’the sweet young thing in -his
life ?

Althaugh’the oldster’s are bidding fafoivar to -aka* Try day and no one joins twice,
in 27 days there will be 152,000.matei.ti all over the country, they ’leave behind ati"air of 000 people
in the club. If the con.
elusion could be drawn that such A Killing Every Week
serionS .enditiver and higher scholastic standattle;

Oppoitunify.Beckons
To Teoefreir Candidates

I

Man Can’t Say
’No’ to Gal Friend’

IrI11945 the.average.age of college ’men ’was 2& These
oldstelk were competing for knaivleclge and grade points.
againk sindenti just out of secondary ’schtiolsi Kittriiing
tiii
that heshildill set foot in a classroom for-several
veterslifitildent in most caged Worked hard ta catehtfiPi ’The
Started In LA.
younket’studenta resiliiing:that they weretphted’againif Dr. W. H. ’Myers, head of the
serioite, niainie men, worked’ hard. brio. TfW cOinpetitititt ’Mathematics department, said
result4in’the rapid riSe of the natIen’s sehehisticrating; yesterday afternoon that if the
,

’Puleeze.
Teach" Me

Student’ Forum; Speeeh- Department; Morris Dailey
8 to lIrp.m.
Kappa Alpha- Thep, Pot Luck Supper, closed to
members.
Women’s PhYaical ,Educatinn and ’Recreation -Majors
Club; reviler meeting./:30 to ’9 p.m., Student- Union,
Paintings by Joyee’BcIton,.direttor SJSC Child Training department’ will. be’on display in the Art Wing -during
the fiist two weeks in-hfirehi
Wednesday, March 2
Kappa- Kappa Gamma-Sigma Alpha Epilson, joint
meeting., closed to members.’
Thursday, March 3
Oral Reading Program; Speech ’department, 8 p.m., room 17.
Friday, March 4

Delta Gamma-Alpha Omicron Pi pledge dance, closed.
Ste. Francis Yacht Club.’
Workshop Convention, Province XV of College Club
,department Of A.H.E.A. Home ,Economics department.
1 p.m., invitational,
C.C.F. Inter-collegiate’ Sytnposium, Student t Union,
9 to 10 p.m.
Gamma Phi Beta Pledge Dance, closed.
Boxing, Northern California Invitational Meet; Men’
Gym.
Theta Mu* Sigma Pledge Dinner Dance, closed.
Kappa Kappa Gamma ’Pledge -Dance. Casa Del Rey.
9 to 1 a.m.
Saturday, March 5
Junior Prom. Civic Auditorium 8:30 p.m., open to all
studentS.
Workshop- Convention, College Club Department ’of
A.H.E.A.. Home Sconomics.department, 8:30’ a.nr. to 4.30
p.m.
Chi Omega Pledge Dance, Brook Dale Lodge, 9 to
1 a.m.,- closed.
114...J. A
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throughout the United States taken fall quarter 1948 show
an ’ail-tithe high. At the same time persons signing for
careers in teaching are 7.3 per cent ’fewer than for the
’47-’4$ academic year.
With the veteran population in higher education slacking off to 42 per,rent of the total. enrollment figures still
showe4 an increase to a record of 2,410;000 last quarter.
This indicates there will be little decline in the ranks of
education -seekers even when veteran privileges are used
up, but. a large decline in those training to teach the increased number of students.

being taken from the pocket of
one person to be pt into the
pocket of another per4on.
Mr. Claude N. SetIlles, professor of Sociology, stated that such
crazes have swept the world many
times. Not all members are ignorant people, nor is a college education any indication of whether
you will join such a club or snow.ment.
Man promi,nent lawyers. educators. and clergy have joined in
such moVements as the Ham and
Ego, or Louisiana Plan. This is
another such scheme, and it is
conceivable that many college educated people may join because a
degree brings learning, but not
necessarily wisdom.

the radio and television versions,
"Hit the Jackpot" sind "Beat the
Clock." And he’s taking "Stop
the Music" and ’tilt the Jackpot" into television.
"I’m looking for television to
kick the rear of the pants tit of
radio," Goodson said. "It’s going to hit every part of the entertainment business."
"I think Saturday night is going to be the big television night’.
Network men say no. Everybody
goes out on Saturday night. What
they don’t take into consideration is that not everybody, goes
to some night spot. Saturday
night is the big night in America
for visiting in the home of
friends. Television is going to take

Ai the ranks of prospective’ teachers become more and
more depleted. opportunity in the field becomes greater
and greater. The demand for competent educators itr -better paying jobs undoubtedly will rise as the teacher supply
diniinishes. leaving more college teaching posts open to the
Ever Hear of Stealing a Free Bath
young blood-being trained today.
Statistics mark education as one of the few professions
in Which there is a decline of prospective ineinbtrs and at.
tho same time a widening of scope. Opportunity is not onlY
knocking, it is reaching out, pleading for takers.
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
One rascal got off with a
America is forging ahead in educating its youth. It is
’$25 fine. Another got ’five
You $
WASHINGTON(UP)
in the jail house for five
up to tomorrow’s teachers to lead the way.
wouldn’t think there’s a man

acgZbJIUVb

Yb III

ttfl,

V/1

lilt"

all

as long as they provide entertainment and appeal to the public
imagination, Goodson said.
Goodson got sidetracked’ into
radio by the $5 a week he earnetl
with a college dramatic grocali
"I don’t want to be typed as
an audience participation man,"
he said. "I’ve done about everything. When I worked with’ Kate
Smith, they called me a varieN
show man."
’’New York is the place to sell
ideas," he said. "San Francisco
is always afraid something sounds
screwy. They call anything new
’Hollywoody.’ No idea is too
bizarre for someone in New York
to liseten to. HoweVer. it’s got to
be good if they buy it."

Congress Sweats Over BA

Re -Examine Your Prejudices
About other Human Beings’
The world is so bedevilled by a great- variety of prob.;
lems these days that we are apt to miss, if we don’t look’
carefully, a very healthy ferment and growth that is taking
place at the same time.
It is; -if. you please, a SpititUd ferment and growth.
Today- Americans in many graips, big and little,throughout the nation are re-examining their prejudicesabaft. other human beings who ate "diffei+nt". The idea
is beginning, to be put into words, mbre and more frequentlA -that the significant’thing about these other people
Is that’ they are human beingsnot that they are "diffet+m:I’
Every one of us is "d’ifferent’’. some of tie are more
different from the majority than others. Different in origins. gtfferent in religion and so on.
Nial we are all human beings, and’we ate all’ Amon.
can’s. Vie all have hearts and souls, stomachs andnervous
systeme, emotions and pride. We also’have a good’ittany
comma aims and common principles.
Mei is the significant thing as far as the American
way of life is concerned. It is precisely the thingandthe
ontr thing--. -that makes our democracy possible. It is the
’oaf thltik, in fact, that makes possible our high standard
of living and ourrelative peace and security.
Forrest Seymour

mere I
days
free
baths he took under false pre mean enough to steal a bath from
tenses. Yet, another fellow went ,
a free bath house.
Scot free when he appealed a
But that’s just what’s been hap- small fine, plus a jail term.
pening at the Hat Springs (Ark.)
Under Norrell’s BillH. R. 2373 ,
National Park. It’s against the
the Arkansas commissioner
law, but the law isn’t strong
would be given more rope; about
enough..
all the rope he needs to "hang"
The matter has Congress in a the scoundrels.
sweat. Particularly Rep., W. F.
If the bill is passed, the comNorrell, the Arkansas Democrat.
He has introdneee a bill that missioner in the Hot Springs National Park ’reservation would
Would amend the law which
the poWer to pitch any viotablished the famous park.
...... have
lators of the law like (bath stealNorrell admits privately he ers) into jail. And while he’s at
dosent’s know what goes on in it, throw the book at ’em.
the mind of a man who’ would
A man found guilty of stealing
steal a bath that is free, The Hot
Springs baths are health treat- a free bath can appeal. Bat he has
mentsfree for the asking if you to go to all of the trouble of talccan prove under oath that you Mg his misery to the U.S. District
need a dunking for health’s sake. Court for the western division of
Arkansas. Might give a wise man
That’s where the trouble comes
pause.
characters
have been
in. Some
oathall
claimingunder
sorts
If the law is passed. it probably
of ailments to get a free bath will be the greatest boon to honest
when, actually, they don’t need bathers since the invention of the
tub.
one.
Jackson E. Price, chief counsel
for the Park Service, found that
the record of recent date isn’t
very pretty. Initially. Drury says,
because the commissioner in Hot
Strings has his hands tied. Most
the poor fellow can do under the
present law is soak a man a $10.
fine. Which isn’t very much forlying About getting a bath yne
don’t need, and maybe cheating’
someone who really needs one.

And, water being as cheap as
it is, a man could keep pretty
clean and healthy for life for
$500.
And stay out of jail besides.

Let ’Em Run
Says Columnist
In the Stanfoi1i Daily appeared
an item reminising about a farm
columnist who, during the year of
a gubernatorial election, gave the
campus his considered opinion on
how to vote on the various propositions that even then cluttered
tap the ballot.
One of the propositions advocated legalizing dog racing. Said the
ancient Indian: "Lei. the,sons of
b--’---s run. Vote yes."
Indeed!

A novel item in the Westwood
High Lumberjack recently had to
do with chiprnonk sales. The story
was headlined:
_ "Chipmonk Sales Below Par."
Apparently the high school students sell chtprhonkS once a year
beceuse the article had to do
The extreme penalty, under with "The Chipttionk annual sales
Norrell’s proposed measure. is could be better. _Students are
$500 fine and six months in jail. urged to contact salesmen and
buy a Chipmenk now."
That’s a pretty fancy price to
How about that!
pay for soaking the feeteven
if you are sick and don’t feel like
it.
Angry Father"What do you
mean by bringing my daughter
You can buy a few jugs of the borne at 3 o’clock in the mornhealthgiving mineral water for ing?"
a lot less and dump it into your
Mild Suitor"Well, sir, I have
to be at work at 7."
own bath tub.

Next should come instruction
on the use of the clutch. Inform
the student that under no conditions should she keep her foot
on it while the car is in motion.
This will save the considerable
expense of haviru.; to replace a
burned -out clutch.

’Uhl Omega Pledge Dance, Brook Dale Lodge, 9 to
1 a.m.,- closed.
Sunday, Mart* 6
. Blue Key. Movie, Morris Dailey Auditorium: 7.:30
10:30 p.m.

Keep Her Well Oiled
Tell her what the instrument
panel is all about so that someday
she won’t drive 50 miles before
she tragically discovers there is
no oil in the car.

to

Willa and Perpq
Stay in CCAA

Show rer the handbrake and
make it clear that it is supposed
to be off before the car moves a Dear Thrust and Parry:
foot. If she understands this, it.
Yakkity, yakkity, yak.
will eliminate cost for new brake
lining.
Ever since we first set foot en Washington Square, we have been
Teach her what the arm signals subjected to the screeching jibberish and irresponsible ravings by
are and how to use them. This immature offspring of disappointed sobsisters on the sports staff strivwill save her much verbal abuse ing to attain the dubious position of junior Prescott Sullivans.
and the car many dented fenders.
To opinionate is excusable, but to place in print a proposal, for
But most important of all, YOU public consumption and criticism, demands at least an investigation
do the driving and in all prob- of both past and present factors involved in the problem.
ability your car will enjoy the
Drop out of the CCAA!
long life to which it is entitled..

College Sttdents
Return Track-Cash
East or. West; a college seems
to be a college. (What else?)
Comes up on the editorial page
of a recent edition of the University of Miami Hurricane the
following:
"At the end of Tropical Park’s
first season back in the early
1930’s, the last day of racing was
as
’University
of
designated
Miami Day,’ and all the income,
other than track expenses, was
given to the school. This has .had
farreaching effects.
"In the years since that day,
many a consciencious student has
helped refund this money."

’Love Crusladers
Caption Confused
Caption under a Daily Califorench "love crunian foto .of
sader," recently, convicted in Los
Angeles on charges Of putting on
a lewd show, is slightly confused.
This caption read (and we quote
exactly), in part:
"Claude Marsan, French ’crusader for love’ is shown above
techniques
his
demonstrating
withi s skit partner, Barbara Weir, in open court during niques
with his skit -partner, Barbara
Weir, in open court during a ’love
,
lecture,’"
The linotypist Vilma, have’ been
to the lecture,.
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Form and join a new league of independents and go "big-time!"
This is the toscin cry of’ the embrayonic Louis Duinos currently.
to sabotage the California .Collegiate Athletic association.

attempting

San -Jose State has the good’ fortune to be presently inninded, in
a conference which assures six schools the opportunity to engage in
year-round athletic competition. Why should we sacrifice the opportunity to compete in all sports for the possibility of obtaining stiffer
competition in two or three sports?
It should be common knowledge to everyone engaged in verbal
and literary discussion of the proposed secession from the CCAA that
the majority of the independent schools stich as US$’, St. Mary’s, -and
Santa Clara, compote in. less than half of the sports-whieh San Jose
State now actively participates in as a member of the CCAA.
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San Jose State should stay in the CCAA.
Before members of the sports staff of the Spartan Daily again
launch forth on a crusade to elevate San Jose State to the stature of
the "Notre Dame of the West," we hope they will inject into their
adjectives the basic elements of practicability, fact; and good sense.
ASB 1515, 1510, 1332

KEN
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CintittBel
Deer Trussed and Pairs’:
I have bin’ reeding with graft intrest the caltun about Englildt
Useages of stewdents: I think it is a darn good thing, I mean to have
a treestisowritt.en by we Stewdenta.
I feat that I Will never have no trubble- with such kind of a
treestise because I have cornpleated in Iiinglish the full yeer course
which contaned the folowing subjects that is. IA inclooded adjustivity
to the purseonality of prof. A, IS to prot, B and IC to prof. C, and
respectively in the order nainted. I gess that’s wharethey got the
w as also diseused, whichnaims of the above, and also Phill
shouldimprocrre on my Treestise irnpaPpYtively.
we

We need moor such selectivity Of Our SteWdents, becaws whett.
itt.,out we got too lawk,respectabilitY.
Yours, hopfull of moar such Ideas,
00r.

Hopfull Hal, ASB 6470.
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Marilyn- Anderson is the name
Of ’the new -daughter born to Mr.
ancFMrs-. James 13toce Anderson
Feb.- 22
Marilyn weighed 8 lbs. and 2
. oz.Anderson at birth,is an
instructor in the
Engineering department.
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erIfy
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btri RdL. Iteettiflobloerklybrer
bo1deter:Its the
hcliblavatteilde
Biblleiribiblit’vorisiebtie. ’DratMildren Gurries
aid ’1.
of- fire;
Kappa Alpha Theta ’sordrity
Miss’ ’ PERO o’fgent; and Miss
Its of Miss Mildred :Marie* rts
DolorerGlorla: ;
Cently learned of her engagement
airia Ilbartfels thee*
to Carl Meisterlin of Oakland.
per
hi** braids Maga*
Miss Curries is majorhig,iivart
ed
eceiernetlielliteithav
a t SJSC.
"
’ended ’In.’s 1 iittakiertiette
Mk.
Meisterlin, a . former stlident
trakii4A SOW -Were* lingertifitiveff imolai cif
here. is at present enrolled at the
whihe ihallit selthe ’astir -reed -label
e
University of California. where he
corodee.‘
is majoring in business aeirainis- SCOt
USWCPPli I
I IIVIT
Phi- Sigma Kappa fraternity forThe briehricirtnerly tteaded Sart
tie t ierr.
Lambda Chi’ Alpha’s - chapter, Jose gene *Mika,"
malfy-initlited 12 men Saturday
No definite dais, batt been set formerly - Pi Beta- Sigma, elected
night -Ins ceremony at the Cathfor the wedding..
Meer* for tile Corning term at itk LoegielfirOarbitttliefre
olle’Wenten’s Center.
regular bulinesa. Meeting late latit
mtitiailetIciy=Lietrimetedatt.
Bonnie Brown
Men lattlitted into-the freternfty
week, according to fraternity’
ly Winne
’Artintr- weretile Sheppard, Ames Staggs,
Miss Bonnie B. Brown recently sourees.
StanieSP011entligid before the alter CiatiresleiC Dehme, Karl Delbenwith,
revealed her engagement to RobJame’ seem Miler heated’ ad- of the Wiatfitrfater
Pi4sbyterIfl
Len ’Vitali, Boit Clark/Gus Littleert J. Marithey.
mialattlitlioll Major ’front Mallet, church’ in Sint,Jcile
malt,Doii Largo% Herold My, Jim’
Miss Brown is a graduate -of Si t meta eteeted ’peeetsege et the or’
Thi.,ftierrier MiirLtingderrs at-’
Stan- Jacobs,
and
Jose State- college, and is tetels6 igneseedes. Des- Lem*: Jaeger
tendatite, were ’the- Miiiiie’Ruth
ing at _present in Turlock Union seedej -seine* -mon meanie eke
Greattietak-Biobint
high schodl.
president of the getinip: Meat ChariblitecHltider:
Sunday night a dinner was held
-and Mtet. -Ed;’
The future- bridegroom is from Ulrich, radio eagiNeetfat nape
at Rickey’s restaurant. Members,
ward’Craitillek‘nintrilffstif ’honor.
Duluth; Minn. He attended DuTatarts wile’ efeetee sanesi-PeP thditt wOMINir. gisiti’ the pledgee and guests attended.
luth State college, and served tary at tilie militate. seer Jack’
three years with the US. Army’ Dement bindles, adlidisisholitton baled’ Ohne a pliiiiielin’fridale of
Guest speakers at the affair
t4ory:eatiitiniaidWairtra
toree. Were Gerald Thompson, local atduring the war.
major Med- Menlithinqlest, Was
yoltdberdindetor a -berthil,’ *Atli torney and a Phi Sigma Kappa
The couple are planning a sum- elected’ tirearow§r,battiallir leibedion* toieevea ’from.’ the University of Oregon:
mer wedding.
Other Cheers selected inclhde: point/Wet
Waller Beaty, local Spartan boostSarritTalleelko, aliciatant treginirer: theta: saillidia w1.10 serea4 pier*
Joyce Reed-.
er ’and’ prominent executive; WilJack- Fester, social chairman; seimetie her thigmeiti,veel- silif
liam Wood,’ mayor of Piedmont
Miss Joyce Reed, from San.CarCharles Day, ritlial chaltman; and eibeisisis Sower :It ions/wow.
add’ past National President of
los,announced her engagement to
Things Stuishall, rushing chairAttendinite-gdirtisWerefatettolt: PSK-and Dr. Franklin Paul, head
Dick Schmitz to friends at her man.
et4after the bridal gown. Mrs. of the history department at the
horde in San Carlos recently.’
Ciandall
wore i pink taffeta dress University of California and reFriends. were surprised when a Delta Sigma Gamma
and her flowers were pink earns - gional director of Phi Sigma
paper bag was brought in and "the
Members and pledges of Gamma
Kappa.
eat’ was let out of the- bag" to
Phi Beta sorority and’Delta Sigma
The three secondary attendants
reveal the bethrothal.
Gamma friternity gatlithedat the w’ore identical gowns of chartreuse.
Miss Reed is a secretarial
Gamma Phi house on 11th street aipta, atid lavender.
They carmajor.
last Wedtiesdlynight fer a dessert ded beilaUent of lavender, pink
Schmitz is majoring in business
party.
algid yeller"’ cants them
administration’ and comes from
Following the dessert, Including
Mrs. Greatheadgraddated -from
Reditood City.
The Beta Rho chapter of Sigma
lee cream, aPple- terviditeni,aM BMW in June, 194L While here Kappa sorority celebrated the first
coffee, the t*O- orgaillitattdriir at- she majored in art. She Is a anniversary of its founding at SJJeanete Keebaugh ,
tended Revelries together.
member of Gamma Phi Beta so- SC with an informal fireside party
Jeanette Keebaugh disclosed the
chair- rority, and Alpha Gamma art so- at the chapter house recently.
social
McCoy,
Miss
Marian
neSea of her engagement to Gordon-Bothwell at the Wednesday. man, was in charge of the decora- ciety.
Dancing and singing highlighted
GamThe benedict is a senior at the
Fein 16, gathering of her Alpha tions and the refreshments.
the entertainment for the evening
Of
charge
were
in
pledgee
insPhi
thifvetsity of Califbrniti.’ AgriculPhieorority sisters.
after which refreshments were
tural sewer at Davis.
The announcement was in the the serving.
served.
form of an unofficial police order
The couple are making their
Kappa Sigma Kappa
whicih was read by President Pat
The first ten co-eds pledged to
home in Davis until the bride"Shipboard Shuffle," a- dressy. grown praduates in June.
O’Brien.
Sigma Kappa at SJSC last year
The bride-elect is a sophomore sport chtilee, will be given March
were Marjorie Chappell, Lenore
12 at the Scottish Rite temple by Hallenbeck-Schmidt
costume design student at SJSC.
Cox, Patsy Frant z, Mary Lou
Bothwell is majoring in Busi- the California Delta chapter of
Miss Meredith Jane Hallenbeck Gardner, Anne Guenther, Audrey
ness administration and is a fresh- Kappa Sigma Kappa.
and Stanley Francis Schmidt were Hecker, Lois Higgs, Bobbie Hillis,
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tion is practiced on this campus
than on u:kost other campuses. We
take pride also in the fact that
whatever conscious or unconscious
discrimination has existed in the
past has been grgdually and
steadily eliminated. It is particularly signifant that this almost
complete absence o f discriminahas come about because stutiondents
dents and faculty have felt and
acted that way ratper than because of any written policy, regulation, or statement. However, it
would now appear to be appropriate to express in writing the
ideals and practices which guide
the college administration and
student government in their services to a body of students drawn
from every segment of our national life.
Statement of Polley
1. There is no discrimination in
admission to the College
based on color, race, creed, or
sex. No such discrimination
has been practiced or should
be practiced. The application
blank at the present time
calls for information regarding race, but merely for the
purpose of national statistical reports. Since there is
the possibility of misunderstanding in that requirement, the College is removing the item from the blank.
2. Discrimination in the classroom is not tolerated by the
administration, nor is it practiced by the faculty.
3. No music, speech, athletic, or
other college activity will be
presented on or off campus
if It involves modifying ow
roster in any way because of
objections based on race,
creed, or color.
a. We permit no discrimination with respect to
participation on our athletic teams or in any
help that is given our
players.
b. We do not engage in
any contest that requires us to show discrimination in naming
the members of our
squad. This standard applies to post - season
games andrournaments

urged the participating fraternities to select their members upon the solid basis of
and personality
character
and not upon any artificial
basis of class, race, creed, or
color. Therefore, the College
restrictions
any
deplores
which would deny to San
-Jose State college chapters
the right to select and initiate members of their own
choosing.w
a. H
However, since many
of the older fraternities
and sororities have discriminatory clauses in
their national constitutions, and since it will
take time to change
these constitutions, recognition of such organizations on this campus
will not rbe subject to
the existence or absence of - a discriminatory clause.
b. On - campus organizations witch have ’the
claw* will be urged to
work toward the elimination of the restrictions in their national
constitutions.
6. Nothing in the foregoing
statement of principles shall
be interpreted so as to prevent any group’ of students
from forming an organization upon the legitimate basis
of a recognized mutual interest or dedication to a common set of objectives. This
statement refers to such organizations as cosmopolitan,
lodge, and church groups.

Alpha Chi Epsilon
Installs Officers
Installation of new officers was
the highlight of an informal reception held Thursday afternoon
by Alpha Chi Epsilon, a society
of kindergarten -primary majors.
The new officers are Barbara
Crabb, president; Ellen Pearson,
vice-president; Pat MacFadden,
secretary; and Rosalie Johnson,
treasurer.
Miss Emily DeVorre, associate
professor of education, delivered
an indoctrination address for the
new members. the 30 girls pres-

DIM Parson

Admits Pyeident Truretan’s Name
Calling Episode Aimed at Him
WASHINGTON. (UPCommentator Drew Pearson
give President Truman’s "S. 0.
risid
of Brotherhood."

B."

wants lb

remarks a new meaning"Servants

"n t told an audience last week he wasn’t going to let
pick his cabinet or his staff for him. He apparently
0.B,"
"any S.
referred to teeent ’erttleisin of his
military aide, Mal G. Harry H.
Vaughan, by Pearson.’
The commentator; in his weekly
broadcast (ABC) Sunday night,
acknowledged that Mr. Truman
was aiming his remarks’ at him.
"Last week," said Pearl**
"Brotherhood Wrek,theri President
SAN JOSE, Cal., Feb. 28. (UP)
oi the United States thecae a Mame.
iw my direction which was not Two persons were killed and another critically injured in a" busmeant to. be brotherly."
Then he continued with these auto accident 15 miles south of
here Sunday night.
words:

TWO Killed in

Bus-Auto Crash
Near Gilroy

"I am going to take those iniDead . were E. H. Galpin, 60,
tials you used,- Mr. President, and owner of the Seaside Lumber Co.,
use them proudly in an entirely at- Seaside, Cat., and an unidendifferent way.
tified woman ftelieved to be his
"I would’ Bice to suggest that in wife.
in& Win* ’we get away trem ’the
Greyhound Bus Driier Onus H.
ugliness attached to those initials Shearer, ebout 35, of Salinas i.’as
and let them mean the servants of in critical condition at Wheeler
brotherhood."
hospital in Gilroy.
The commentator also renewed
The highway patrol said the
his attack on Vaughan last night.
He said that Argentine President northbound bus and the southJuan D. Peron wants a $500,000,- bound auto, driven by Galpin, col000 U.S. loan which Mr. Truman lided on the three-lane highway
reportedly has approved in pri- to Monterey. It took wrecking
crews half an hour to remove the
vate.beneath the front
o thlefe
au,hteoinbels bif
Pearson ’said if the loan finally v,
bus.
medal.
Vaughan’s
goes through,
- "will be the most expetilitve eve
acVaughan’s
It
was
received."
Many commit the. same crimes
ceptance of the Argentine decoraresult. One
’s most with a very different
tion which occasion Pear
bears a cross for his crime; anbitter criticism.
other a crown.
Juv-enal--atires.

Gymnastic Team.
Needs New Blood
Coach Ted Mumby sends out a
Call to all men interested in competing on the gymnastic team.
Men are needed desperately in the
and
tumbling,
-rope climbing,
doubles balancing events. San
Jose will enter the four-way meet
at ’Stockton. March 3. Competing
in this meet will be: Stanford,
San Francisco "Y," San Jose, and
COP.

SAN JOSE

DRIVE-IN Theatre
LuNK

Wancia HENDRIX.
Barry F ;TZGERA1D. Monty WOOLEY
’MISS TATLOCK’S MILLIONS’
Ry S-NA :14a GUNG H6
Aiso--Rardpa,l
"SEALED VERDICT"
!nat ,IR,i’a7mend Massey
-DRUMS,
Gish Road and Oakland Highway

V4,......1
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The bride-elect is a sophomore
costume design student at SJSC.
Bothwell is majoring in Business administration and is a freshman.
Wedding plans are indefinite.

to

0 to

Elizabeth Petterson
Miss Elisabeth Peterson’s friends
learned of her engagement to JOhn
Smrekar at-17tea at the Allied!
Arts Guild in 1101!*nlo Park recently.’
Each guest aeceived a small corsage which Contained a scroll reealing the -romantic news.
The bride-elect was graduated
frost SIMI Jose State college inJune, 1948. Her fraternal association is 114th Ero Sophia. (Alpha
Phi). She is now a member of
the faculty of the Larkspur-Corte
’Latent school In Mann county.
Srnrekar is a student at the
rniversity of Santa Clara.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Dr. Frederick Graham, faculty
advisor to SAE social fraternity,
and members of the interfraternity
council were guests at a smoker
held in San Jose Thursday evening by the local campus chapter
of Lambda Chi Alpha, it has been
learned.
The organization whiola sponsored the event, Was formerly Pt
Beta Sigma, local social fraternity.
It recently became a member of
Barbara .Quinn
the
national organization mentionAt a recent social meeting of
Mu Phi Etsilon, Miss Barbara ed above.
Qinn announced her engagement
to Gerald Einarson. The society’s
"Mr. Jones," asked the instruc’meeting was held at the home of tor, "how far were you from the
Fella Hazelquist in Atherton.
correct ’answer?"
Miss Qinn is a music major at
"Only three seats, Sir.San Jose State college.
CinThe benedict-elect Is attending this -Conservatory of
cinnati. ’His fraternal affiliations
are with lid Man Alpita.
NORD’S SANDWICH SHOP
Biggest Cup of Coffee.
I3otti Miss Qinn and Einarson
In San Jose
are from KlamathsTalls, Ore.
ate for the wedding is not defmite.
105 East San Fernnde
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sport chtncie, will be given March
12 at the Scottish Rite temple by
the California Delta chapter of
Kappa Sigma Kappa.
Brent Wilson and his orchestra
will be on board to provide music
for the "happy hours".
All hands will "muster on deck"
at 9 p.m. for the gaiety will last
until 1 a.m.
"Kindly remember it’s nautical
but nice," according to Rick Ichumann, publicity.

knows whr
to gas tha bast
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;n home cooked food at

KEN’S NNE INN
Bal. 2634

HS So. 2nd
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Before the candlelit altar of the
Westminster Presbyterian church,
Marjorie Jean WilCOX becatne the
wife of Roy Walter Bulbs recently.
The trio of attendants included
the bride’s sister, Miss Mary Francis Wilcox, as maid of honor, Mrs.
Frank Wilcox, bridesmaid,. and
Pamela Lantz, flower. girl.
The new Mrs. Bunts attended
San Jose State college and was
aftfillated-;
Altdoialc society.
now Kappa Kappa Gaisrmui.
The beriediet attended Southern!’
California schools.

Arcade
; Siaririkkinnr ond:
Repair Shop

of a
xictrse
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, and
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which!

General repairs using the
finest rnatariaitandwerirnan,

ship. We clean

11--when

---/GQq910 quggie-lat,
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DINAH’S LUNCHEON
ALL YOU CAN EAT-9Sc

end dye any

type of shoe.
JOHN & ANDY
171 Saudi Rat St. Pima/aided 77S I

&IA

0. .1.1,

Hallenbeck-Schmidt
Miss Meredith Jane Hallenbeck
and Stanley Francis Schmidt were
recently united in marriage at the
Ratan Chapel of the ffollister
Methodist church.
The bride wore a ballerina frock
of white lace and crepe.
The
long-sleeved lace bodice of the
gown was accented by a fold of
crepe at the high neckline and
the softly draped crepe skirt was
fashioned with a bow bustle. Her
finger tip veil was held in place
by a holo of white carnations,
and !her bouquet combined white
blossoms and an. orchid.
Mrs.’ Carl PI ~kin* of San
Jose was the bride’s only attendant.
She wore a powder bide
ballerina dress and carried a bouquet of yellow carnations.
Mrs. Schmidt attended SJSC,
and was a member of Kappa Phi.
The bridegroom was graduated
from Marquette University, where
he majored in electrical engineering. His fraternai affiliations are
Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, and
Pi Mu Epsilon.

Semigliannal
lieldJ*DeltaZeta
Pledges o Delta Zeta sorority
were gueste- of honer at a semiformal dance Friday night at the
Casa 110 Rey .hotel in Santa. Cruz.
Nliss Adele Marie Thompson, social chairman,. waa in chine of
the affair.
Music was provided by Bob Russell and his orchestra.
Pinions and -patronesses for the
dome- were Miss Pauline Lynch,
Dt. Margaret Jones,’ faculty advisers; Mrs. Robert Bebb, former
ithintaite adviser, and Mr. ahd Mrs.
Robert PerrIgo.
The Weir- was a combination
pledge dance and- birthday party
for the local Gamma Lambda
chapter, Delta Zeta was organized
on the San Jose State college
campus- last year.
The sor or it y was originally
founded. at Miami university in
Oxford, Ohio, on Oct. 24, 1902.

IMP

feleilL

were Marjorie Chappell, Lenore
Cox, Patsy Fr ant z, Mary Lou
Gardner, Anne Guenther. Audrey
Hecker, Lois Higgs, Bobbie Hillis,
Doris McClair, and Florence Winning.
The group now boasts a membership of 57 actives. The chapter house is located at 168 S. 11th
street.

Classified Ads
FOR RENT
FRONT ROOM: For two male
students. Kitchen, laundry privileges. On bus line. $25. 1023 S. 10th.
MEN: Room for two, block and
half from campus, $5 a week. 468
S. Sixth.
ROOMS: For three college girls
with breakfast and kitchen privileges. 260 S. Ninth.
ROOM AND BOARD: For college girls, can accomodate a
group. Clean, good foil, large
rooms. Bal. 3763-R, after ’4t30 p.m.
TO FACULTY MEMBER:
Large, well furnished front room.
IndiVidual heat, use of phone.
$7.50 per week. 177 S. 10th.
FOR SALE
TYPEWRITER: Remington
portable. Model five deluxe, like
new. Best offer over $50. 298 N.
Eighth.
1 93 1
CHEVROLET:
Coupe
with rumble seat, 16-inch wheels,
good tires, excellent mechanically.
Best offer. 220 S. Seventh, above
Student "Y."

4e off per gal:
on Ethyl
SERVICE TOO l!

*Orton Service..
3rd and San Carlos

in this meet will be: Stanford.’
Miss Emily DeVorre, associate
Francisco "Y." San Jose, and
San
professor of education, delivered
an indoctrination, address for the COP.
nrw members. the 30 girls present set March 3 as the date for
initiation of the new members.
Girls wishing to be initiated are
asked to sign up in the Education
office, Room 161, before Tuesday,
March 1. Mrs. Lillian Gray of
WEDDINGS
the Education department is the
PORTRAITS
club adviser.
COMMERCIAL
-Disraeli.
CANDID
In God we trust; all others must
-Anon.
pay cash.
S*ucient Discounts

-2nd Hit-Sabu Raymond Massey
DRUMS,
Gish Road and Oakland Highway

ROBERT LAWS TYPEWRITERS
Eon.

Salon of Photography

Critics are the men who have
failed in literature and art..

288 Park Ave.

Col. 4745-W

1.4 51.0,

11.,ergiSr.

AIME

Sold, Rented, Repaired

HUNTER-PETERSON
71

EQUIPMENT COMPANY
E. SAN FERNANDO

BAL 4234

Ready for the’ Junior Prom??

IERMANEWF WAVES
Without Cost!!
Given with’s** charge by
our License4aperators
with the parchase of
Professioned Wave Solution
Extra Charge for
Hair Cutting
Shampoo, and Set

THUR., MARCH 3
... In Person ...

Appointments,
Evening*

Bowl for . . .

PASTIME
at

the

RED NORVO
AND HIS BAND
in a great

CONCERT
at San Jose’s
CivicAuditorium
-Admission$1.00-$1.50-$2.00
Plus Tax

Men’s and Women’s P.E.
classes held here.

12 Lanes

Open from 10 A.M.
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Fred "Duffy" Paive, Mgr.
We feature a full line of
Bowling Ball Bags and Shan

talOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa

Friday
aturday

home of

Spartan Bowlers
with

Hey, Fellows and Girls

the members of our
squad. This standard applies to ,:,:tost - season
games antl tournaments
aswell as o our regular
schedule.
c. Since it is not the responsibility of this college to govern the action . of. other colleges
with respect to their
practices, we do not inquire into those practices. nor do we limit
our competition to those
institutions whose practices we happen to approve. in like manner
we insist that no other
institution shall dictate
to us what our practice
shall be.
common academic dr vocational interest, it is our belief that discriminatory practices based on race, creed, or
color are wrong. Adequate
consideration is given !to ’national organizations already
approved, however, because
of the difficulty in making
changes in national constitutions.
5. With respect to social fraternities, sororities, and other
the
similar
organizations,
College endorses the position
of the National Inter-fraternity Conference which has

Clara

Bal. 8423%

PERSONALIZED
HAIR STYLING
This service is offered you to stop
unnecessary damage to hair and
scalp caused by cheap home permanents. Takeiadvantage of our
professional serlrice and have your
heir look lorofeieional.

2211 West San Carlos

HOUSE OF
COLDWAYES
Phone Col. 2421

,
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Grapplers In
25-19 Loss
To Clubmen

Spartan Cagers Fly to LA.
Tomorrow for NAIB Playoff

The San Francisco Olympic Club
wrestlers put on a sterling exhibiBy GEORGE LAJEUNESSE
tion of mat talent last night in
the Spartan gym to overcome a
Hopping a United Airliner to15-point defecit and hand the San
morrow at noon the CCAA chamJose State grapplers their second
team
defeat of the year by a 25-19 pion Spartan basketball
heads south for another crack at
score.
NAIB national tourney, acAlthough only 6 points sepa- the
to Coach Walt McPhercording
rated the two teams, the Spartans
actually did not win a single
match.
The Clubmen forfeited
three weight classes, 115, 128, and
136, and consequently found themselves on the short end of a 15-0
count before the first bout began.
Bryce Wheeler, wrestling for
San Jose in the 121 pound class,
dropped a close decision to Leland
Christensen of the Olympic Club,
and when the next two Spartan
grapplers, Ralph Payne and Frank
Waxham, scored draws, it began
to look as if Coach Ted Mumby’s
Spartans might pull a terrific upset.
Payne, a 145 pounder, was held
to a draw by Ted Staniford, a former PCI champ. Payne, however,
had much the better of the going.
.Waxham drew with N. A. "Doc"
Northrup. a member of last year’s
U.S. Olympic team. The veteran
Northrup was ahead on points, 2-1,
but Waxham pulled a clever escape to tie the count with 15 seconds remaining in the match.
Ahead 19-7 and with four
matches remaining, the roof suddenly fell in on the Spartans.

son.

Shortage of Centers
Faced with the loss of two of
his reserve centers McPherson
named Ed Anderson as a tentative
center to spell off first stringer
Stu Inman.
Reserve centers Junior Morgan
and Billy Wilson are on the shelf
with injuries. Morgan suffered a
shoulder
separation
during
a
wrestling match last week. Wilson Is under a doctr’s observation
for a possible hernia.
"Anderson has had some experience at center," McPherson
said yesterday. "we’ll know for
sure this afternoon whether he
can absorb the plays in time to
make the trip."

Jose
San
night
Tomorrow
State’s CCAA crown holders will
battle the winner of the Pepper tine-Loyola game for the right to
represent California In the regional playoffs starting next Monday
In Kansas City’s Municipal Auditorium.
The game tomorrow night
against either Pepperdine .or LoyMcPherson Names Ten
ola will be held on a neutral .
McPherson named a ten -man
court, according to McPherson,
located in the Redondo High gyro squad to make the southland
flight tomorrow afternoon, they
at Redondo Beach, Calif.

Sparting
Shots . . .
By GEORGE LAJEUNESSE

Clubmen Jay Holt, 163, and
Frank Miller, 175, scored quick
"Rugby practice today, 3:30 p.m., bring own iodine and bandaids."
falls over San Jose’s Pat Felice Thus a little sign on the men’s gym door heralded the return of an
and Dick Campbell, and Pacific
old sport to the campus.
Coast AAU champ Earl Popovicks
followed with a decision over StatOld sport Is rightthis quaint game of manly mayhem goes ’way
er Phil Bray, 191, to pull the vis- back past the days of Henry VIII and Queen Elizabeth, which makes
itors into a 20-19. lead.
it a couple of years older than the Stndent Union building on the
SJS campus.

PAR PHOTO
SERVICE
Photo Supplies - Anishing
61 E. Santa Clara Street

Learn Quicker-at Less Cost
DON’T APOLOGIZE
MODERNIZE YOUR DANCING
Forfrof - Waltz
Rumba - Samba

Tuesday, March 1, 1949

ACE GUARD

are: Inman, Wuesthoff, Romero,
Hagen, McCaslin, Crowe, Crampton. Enzensperger, Giles and An demon tentatively. Manager Bob
During and Coach McPherson
complete the squad.
Tomorrow’s trip will represent
the second time in as many years
the Spartan five has tried for the
NAIB title. On March 3rd of last
year the Spartans knocked over
the Pepperdine Waves 66-55 to go
to Kansas City.
McPherson’s squad reached the
quarterfinals of the tourney. They
beat Iowa Teachers college 64-58,
and the defending NAIB champs,
Marshall College by a score of
74-72.
After a brilliant first half San
Jose State was unable to maintain the hot pace and dropped a
close game to Indiana State, 5954.

Oakland Cops To Grill
State on Diamond

afternoon,
at
3
Thtlrsday
o’clock, the San Jose State baseball team will meet the Oakland
Police nine at Spartan field.
Coach Walt Williams expects
to use moundsmen Frank Wallace and Pete Mesa in this initial
garne of the year. Wallace is a
right-handed transfer from Santa
Rost J.C. while Mesa comes to
the varsity squad from last year’s
frosh team. Mesa is also a right
hander and has been playing in
the Winter League circuit. He is
quite a fire -ball artist, with plenty
of speed and control.
Williams has little data in regards to the strength of the Oakland team. The game was scheduled after the regular schedule
had been planned so little is known
of this .team.

Si Opponent
Team Is Set
Coach Walt McPherson, who
guided the Spartans to their second straight CCAA cage title,
payed tribute yesterday to Santa
Barbara State by nominating two
Gauchos on his all -opponent conference first team.
Santa Barbara was the only
league opponent to solve the sparkling San Jose attack. In the
southland recently ,the Gauchos
inflicted the lone CCAA defeat
on the McPherson’s record, a 6034 lacing. However, San Jose
avenged this loss with a 55-32
victofy Saturday night.

On the all -conference selection
It must have been rough and rugged in those days too for the
at forward is Bob McCutcheon,
’notorious Hank V-8 of Merry Olde England banned the game as
sharpshooting Santa Barbara ace.
"violent to the point of brutality."
The other forward post finds Bill
Wirt 6 ft., 4 in. hook -shot artist
LI2 Mixes Game
from College of Pacific.
San Diego’s Dick Barnes holds
Must be true, for Queen Bess concurred in this decision too, and
down the center position. The
declared the sport verboten in all her lands.
giant redhead gave the Spartans
Times have changed nowadays, thanks to Johnson and Johnson plenty of trouble on two occafor their invention of the housewife. s8 friend, the bandaid, plus the sions, dropping in 22 tallies in the
last contest.
cheapness of iodine.
Two little men round out the
Line coach Bob Bronzan who masterminds the Monday, Wednesteam
at guards. hank "Dynamo"
day and Thursday soirees on the San Carlos turf says there Is nothing

Frat Teams
Enter Finals
Delta Sigma Gamma. Pi Beta
Sigma. Delta Theta Omega, and
Theta Chi undefeated basketball
teams enter the semi-finals of the
night at 7:30 o’clock in the men’s
gym.
Pairings of tonight’s play finds
DSG meeting PBS while DTO
grapples with Theta Chi. Winners
of these games will meet to decide the champion of the fraternity league.

S6 IN FREE WASHES --GIVEN AWAY EVERY WEEK
Photo by Athletic News Service
Ralph Romero, ball -hawking Spartan guard, is shown above set Gag his sights for the NAIB regional playoff Wednesday night at
Redondo Beach. Possessing a great shooting eye, the former San
Jose High great rarely fires butts content to feed his teammates.
Huskily-built Romero’s outstanding defensh e work has been one
of the big reasons San Jose State chalked up 20 wins this season
and notched their second straight CCAA basketball title.

PLUS:
Rag rugs washed to look like new, four excellent
driers, 30 minutes a washl, drying facilities, open
on week days, free parking, ADDS UP TO

M&M LAUNDERETTE

Col. 2267-M

447 So. Bascom

Clothiers, this is IT!
n open letter)

1_,VIN I

Art../LLApILC

MODERNIZE YOUR DANCING
Foxtrot - Waltz
Rumba - Samba
14 Years
in
San Jose

IALY CALL

L I

11,,I1J, WV la,

LI A, 4.14,

WI,

UPI. lflfl4,

I la .3
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cheapness of iodine,

Two little men round out the
Line coach Bob Bronzun who masterminds the Monday, Wednesday and Thursday soirees on the San Carlos turf says there Is nothing team at guards. tlank "Dynamo"
Moroski, conferdnce scoring
to the game and anyone can play.
I champ, is the Cal Poly representaAnyone who is mayhem -minded will enjoy the sport immensely. ’’tive on the starting five. Quentin
It is said that rugby is a game for frustrated football players who Sims, long -shooting Santa Bar bara guard, is the other Gaucho
delight in the legalized homicide aspect of the game.
on this outstanding quintet.
"Beastely Fury"

WALK IN ... Dance Out!
(Look for RED-STRIPED Door at)
Padre Theater Entrance)

141 So. First

Col 4842-J
_

ELWIN SIAM
saw end Siff"Ile
1-07

Week
eirmaillsed

RDAINGTON RAND,
SCHICK Gad
SHAVEMASTER
me Nadi Pane

Not many people around these parts know very much about the
game but a cornball by the name of Sir Thomas Elyot way back in
the 14th century had this to say for rugby:
"Football is nothyng but beastely fury and extreme violence,
whereof proceedeth hurte and consequently ranehour and malice to
remayne with thym that be wounded, wherefore It is to be put in*
perpetual silence."

do’s Alteration Shop

TIE SHAVER SHOP

Alterations & Repairs

SO I. Sams Clara
Sam ion Mi. Cain.
roma Pal Zat

Zipper, fitted to driess end skirts.
Coats nd katiisir jackets

SKI
A

OFF

JUNIOR PROM COMMITTEE:
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION: Room 21 tonight Student Union today at 4, for all
persons connected with the Prom.
at 7:30.
WOMEN’S P. E.
REATION MAJORS
Torre pies tonight
Union at 7:30..
"30" CLUB: Room
1:30.

ACADEMIC TRANSFER STUAND RECCLUB: La DENTS report to Dean of Genin Student eral Education for approval of
Spring programs.
21 today at
ETA MU PI: 2054 the Alameda
tonight at 7:30.

S PAR.DI- GRAS COMMITTEE:
TAU DELTA PHI: All memRoom 8 today 3:30.
LAST TERM CHILD LIT STU- bers must see bulletin board In
DENTS: Did you order a book list tower thi,s week.
in Mrs. Rideout’s child lit course?
If so, pick it up in H-28 today.
SOCIAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Student Union today at 3:30.
PEGASUS: 34 Tillman street.
Wednesday night at 7:30, bring
ATTENTION SENIORS: Ormanuscripts.
ders for senior graduation’llikkSTUDENT Y CHAPEL SERV- nouncements now being taken in
ICE: Y lounge today at 12:30.
room 8, hours 10:30-2:30 MV/F;
ALPHA DELTA SIGMA:’ Pub and 10:30-2:30 T. Th. Order now!
office tonight at 7:30.

Groswold
Skis
Chippewa
Boots

ALL SKIS, BOOTS
PANTS and JACKETS

SKI CLUB Room S-112 tonight
FROSH FOOTBALL TEAM:
at 7:30 for movies and sign up
their
Those players who earned
for week end at Cal ski lodge.
numerals may pick them up in
Men’s
Jerry Vrooms’ office in
SPARTAN SPINNERS: Begingym today.
ners tonight at 7:30 in Women’s
ALPHA PHI OMEGA: Room 24 gym, advanced at 8:30, Executive
tonight at 7:30 with serenading and Centennial committees at 7
in Wilson’s office.
afterward.

WE WILL DELIVER YOUR DINNER

GORDON’S SPORT
SHOP
121 E. SAN FERNANDO

CHICKERY-CHICK
. Free Defivery
Chicken
’til 9 p.m.,

i.e.

10 p.m.

E. Sapid Cizaa

Sat.

1/2
Roll, French Fries

Call Col. 8734

1111.11, al M.

Some sharp character once dreamed up a little thought to the effect that in spring a
young man’s fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love; trite but true. The some thing evidently applies to members of the feminine gender; so the psych books say. (BO- who can
Now, FOLLOW CLOSELY!

(Big digression.)

Students dutifully reposing in their stuffy classrooms avidly hang on to each progressive
jump of the clock. The time of release nears. Off go the shackles; out into the balmy
ozone stampede the hustling students. Who should be chained down on a spring day.
Ahhh, FREEDOM!
In spring the effervescent student also thinks of looking sharp. That loose, casual feeling
is sought. Clothes become of prime importance (after love and freedom) and occupy

4nnouncement4

33 W. Son Antonio St.

Mall Bards* a Spada*

MSCMale* aller

Second team selections find Al
Papac, Fresno State, and San
Diego’s Tom Keesey as forwards.
Whitey Becknell, Fresno, holds
down center with Bud Proulx,
Pacific, and Don Smith, SDS, at
guards.

Culture is what your butcher
Malice-schmalice! Ye olde San Carlos turfe rings these days would have if he were a surgeon.
with the merry sounde of ye footballe in the ayre. Yoicks and away
Mary PettibonePooleA Glass
Spartans, and let ye hones break where they may!
Eye at the Keyhole.

Sus. Col. 5525-W Iles. Bal. 6665-W
Ladies dresses and men’s pants
shortened. New end half pockets
on men’s clothing. Men’s collars
turned. Lace and linen tablecoths
mended.
,

Trifibedl

sions, cropping in zz tallies in the
last contest.

much of the cranial workings. The bright wooer knows that clothes, SHARP clothes, are
the key to that romantic conquest.
Statistics compiled painstakingly, unerringly, and with copious volumes of good old sweat, show
that the average State College male spends $180 for clothing per year in the local stores; the
average co-ed, $308. A great deal of this "life-blood" is spent during the spring season. Each
clothier could get his share of this "hoarded loot" if in some way he could reach this market.
Now, FOLLOW CLOSELY! (Gig digression.)

San Jose State College is more than a college. It is a city within a citya separate community
in many respects. It has a population of 15,280* residents, its own particular area, officials,
laws, organizations, AND . . . a Daily Newspaper.
Each year the residents of this "city" spend millions of dollars in San Jose. This is BIG BUSINESS.
It is big business concentrated within three blocks of the main shopping district of ’San Jose..
,
YOU can reach this market in one simple operation: advertising in the Spartan Daily.
well -used dollars in this paper will return many fold in the future. IT CAN’T MISS. Everyone
..t,’
reads the Daily.
To close with a scintillating saying: Remember, spring is the
season men dress for men; women dress for women.
BE SEEIN’ YOU IN THE SPARTAN DAILY

1.35

Closd Monday

4.

*Estimated: 6tudiusts, families of married students; faculty members, employees end
thole

